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RESOURCES TO HELP YOU
THROUGH

Book Recommendation:

Metaphors in Mind, and this.

Background Music for the

newsletter: Ludovico Einaudi -

Indaco 

Symbol Recommendations:

The Ouroborous

Self-Inquiry:

What does this symbol mean in

this situation?

Activity:

Draw or paint the symbol of

significance a few times. Painting

and drawing in and of itself is

therapeutic. Drawing symbols can

help in developing a connection

with its meaning. It is also fun.

WHAT IS A SYMBOL?
by Sachin Sharma

As Carl G. Jung describes in Man and his

Symbols, after briefly explaining the key

difference between a Sign and a Symbol, "Thus, a

word or an image is symbolic when it implies

something more than its obvious and immediate

meaning. It has a wider "unconscious" aspect

that is never precisely defined or fully

explained." 

Symbols have arisen as a consequence of

thought, language, emotion, and the evolution of

consciousness itself, and not merely a deliberate

intellectual mental effort to fulfil the more

mundane religious or political propaganda, or

other more trivial aesthetic purposes. 

Stars. Psyche. Being.

https://www.amazon.in/Metaphors-Mind-Transformation-Symbolic-Modelling/dp/0953875105
https://www.cleanlanguage.co.uk/articles/articles/175/1/Book-Metaphors-in-Mind/Page1.html#Contents
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNakEhGJbhI&t=2908s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNakEhGJbhI&t=2908s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ouroboros


A consciousness struggling with the

  the animal nature (sex, food, shelter,

and pleasure/pain), will find the

meanings of a given symbol

accordingly, and the symbol will act as

a guide regardless of what stage of

development and circumstance one is

in. For instance, the Snake is the

symbol of wealth to the trader and

liberation to the spiritualist.

At any developmental stage of

consciousness, a suitable symbol can

be utilizes as a guide. 

A symbol that is versatile and timeless

will act as a wisdom mechanism for a

longer time, until the consciousness

trasncends all thinking-doing. For

instance, the Yin-Yang is versatile and

continues to provide meaning to the

practitioner of Yoga. 

At any stage where the subtle or gross

mind is active, a symbol may act as a

guide.

As the consciousness develops a

deeper understanding of life, the

interpretations of the various symbols

develops with it. 

For now, remember that Symbols are

timeless representations of the deeper

underlying truths of human existence.

Symbols are pictorial

representations of the

inarticulatable matters of the heart.

They allow the human mind to

connect with the infernal and

supernal truths of Consciousness -

the Cosmic Laws.

A symbol is interpreted according to

the mind that beholds it. To

someone who does not find any

value in symbols, they are merely

images, and to someone who is more

poetic in their worldview, it may be a

picture that speaks a thousand

words, and to someone, who seeks

to understand the depths of the

psyche and how consciousness

evolves through time and tide,

Symbols arise from the very

foundation of existence.



Consciousness
(Pure Awareness, Stillness)

Self-Awareness
(Psyche, Self, Internal movement)

Images
(Flashes, pictorial thoughts, shapes, forms)

Languages
(speech, communication, cultural

complexity)

Understanding/Thoughts
(Interpretations, Insight, Conceptualisation)

Action
(Doing, physical movement, Acting

externally )

Manifestation
(Physical creation, re-organization of atoms

in different structures, forms)

Symbols

Symbolism

A simplistic but effective way to understand the
significance of symbols.



What is the practical

application of these

Symbols?

The final aim is to cultivate an inner-

wisdom mechanism, an inner-guide,

that allows the Self-aware psyche to

find order in an otherwise seemingly

spontaneously arising chaos of

existence. One must begin deriving

answers to the perplexing dilemmas

and confusions of the daily life from

these Symbols - eternal metaphors. 

If we can begin working with a

symbol of significance in our lives,

we can relax the heart into a new

level of Calm - that is the promise of

this entire exposition. 

This Calm arises from

Understanding the subtler Natural

Laws and thus finding one's place in

the evolution of consciousness.

This  is a life-skill as important as

any other. Psyche first, and the rest

comes later.

One must presume that symbols are

not non-sensical lofty fairy-tale

utterances but pictorial

representations of the unspeakable

realities that reach far beyond the

logical mental dimension of the

human consciousness, and then

eventually directly experience this

presupposition and transmute it

into a lived reality. This requires

openness and partially blind faith.

The Calm that arises from

cultivating a relationship with a

Symbol not only relaxes the heart

but also becomes an inexhaustible

source of wisdom, an inner guide. 



Symbolic Modeling. 

"Symbolic Modeling is a therapeutic method that uses symbols, metaphors, and

modeling to facilitate positive change.

In Symbolic Modeling (SyM), therapists use  Clean Language  to help people

identify their metaphoric and symbolic mind-body perceptions to create a

“model” of their experiences. Through the process of evolving these

metaphors,  therapists  might support individuals, couples, families, or groups

as they work to achieve greater self-awareness, inner peace, and an overall

sense of well-being (the point and purpose of all therapy)."

Stage 1: Entering the symbolic domain

Stage 2: Developing symbolic perceptions

Stage 3: Modeling symbolic patterns

Stage 4: Encouraging transformation

Stage 5: Maturing the evolved landscape

https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/types/clean-language-symbolic-modeling-metaphor-therapy


“A SYMBOL IS THE BEST POSSIBLE
FORMULATION OF A RELATIVELY
UNKNOWN PSYCHIC CONTENT”.

– CARL G. JUNG

The creators of Symbolic Modelling explain in their book "Metaphors in Mind:

Transformation Through Symbolic Modelling"

"Symbolic Modelling is a method for facilitating individuals to become familiar

with the symbolic domain of their experience so that they discover new ways

of perceiving themselves and their world. 

It uses Clean Language to facilitate them to attend to their metaphoric

expressions so that  they  create a model of their symbolic mind-body

perceptions. This model exists as a living, breathing, four-dimensional world

within and around them. When clients explore this world and its inherent logic,

their metaphors and way of being are honoured. During the therapeutic

process their metaphors begin to evolve. As this happens their everyday

thinking, feeling and behaviour correspondingly change as well. Some clients

benefit just from having their metaphors developed with a few clean

questions. For some the process leads to a reorganisation of their existing

symbolic perceptions, while for others nothingn short of a transformation of

their entire landscape of metaphors will suffice. As a result clients report that

they are more self-aware, more at peace with themselves, have a more defined

sense of their place in the world and are more able to enrich the lives of

others."

Astrology is the all-encompassing language of Symbols - most personal,

versatile, and true to the spiritual origins of the seemingly material world.

Thus, works beautifully with Symbolic Modeeling.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clean_language


A SYMBOL OF
SIGNIFICANCE

The Ouroborous

The Ouroboros represents Time, and it

is indeed ironically a timeless symbol.

Its significance never seems to get

outdated, but in fact, only becomes

more obvious and practicable with the

advancements in the exploration of

human consciousness. Regardless of

the cultural context, religious beliefs,

or scientific developments, Ouroboros

stands string in its significance.

 

The Ouroboros represents

something so deeply profound and

fundamental to existence itself that

it automatically gets renewed in

every day and age. The significance

of this symbol is not only

psychological and physiological but

also spiritual (cosmological,

astrological).

The serpent devouring its own tail  is

first encountered in the Egyptian

Iconography and then in Greek - but

it is older than known history. We

see carvings on caves and objects

which date back thousands of years

across many cultures, including, of

course, as always, the people of

Bharata or India.

The Ouroboros, represents the cycle

of death and renewal. The snake

represents Desire - desire for

pleasure and  disdain for pain, and

the circular shape represents its

never-ending cyclicality. Desire is

thus, a vicious cycle - one desire

leading to another - endlessly

repeating itself. The most

fundamental pattern of

Consciousness itself - Stillness

induced at Will thus is key to

Liberation.



Stage 1: Entering the

symbolic domain

Vedic Astrology is the Study of Time,

and Ouroborous is of the greatest

significance to Astrology and the

seeker of truth through these Eyes of

the Vedas (Jyotisha or Vedic Astrology

is known as the Eyes of Knowledge).

Jyotisha makes Symbology much more

practicable and personal, unlike Tarot

and other more poetic forms of

divination. 

The Ouroborous can be correlated to

the Asura - Swarbhanu. In ancient story

of the Churning of the Ocean of

Consciousness Swarbhanu's head was

severed by the discus of Vishnu, after

the Surya (Sun) and Chandra (Moon)

became aware of its deception.

Swarbhanu had changed its form into a

Deva and hid itself between the Sun

and the Moon while the Amrita (the

elixir of immortality) was being served,

and it did manage to receive the drop

through its deception, but the Devas

became aware of its presence. This

infuriated Vishnu, who chopped

Swarbhanu's head off.

Since Swarbhanu had already tasted

the Elixir of Immortality, it could not

die. The head of Swarbhanu became

known as Rahu, and the tail as Ketu.

In Vedic Astrology, Ketu is the past

we come from, it is our security

paradigm, the things we have

known, the experiences from our

recent past lives, their psychical

residue upon our enshrouded Soul,

within this cyclic illusion of Time.

Rahu is that which we are here to

develop, the underdeveloped parts

of the Psyche, that which we do not

know.

Ketu is the castle, and Rahu is the

forest. The ones within the safe

castle do not want to leave. One is

busy in the know-how and

familiarity of Ketu. But when new

experiences, foreign experiences

enter our field of experience, Ketu

becomes aware of its narrow

worldview and the false sense of

security. This is when Rahu must be

developed. The tail is of the serpent

is the past, the head represents the

future.



The Ouroborus, we are born with, our Rahu-Ketu can be consciously

understood and navigated with the help of Jyotisha or Vedic Astrology. This is

one way to truly enter the Symbolic Domain.

Stage 2: Developing symbolic perceptions

Stage 3: Modeling symbolic patterns

Stage 4: Encouraging transformation

Stage 5: Maturing the evolved landscape

Stage 2 gradually develops as one reflects upon the symbol and its meanings.

One learn to think metaphorically and apply the Symbol through conscious

thought.

Stage 3 - we become aware of the patterns that are explained by the

astrologer. One can see the patterns being played out, the symbol working

itself - the myths, motifs, folklore, and metaphorical truths being played out.

We see ourselves as living embodied symbols. It reframes our judgment of

reality.

Stage 4 - the meaning and interpretation of the symbol becomes a lived reality

and one is enabled to let go of the pattern itself - one transforms the pattern.

It is like how the same sound vibration can vibrate on a higher octave. 

Stage 5 is yet to be explored and understood by me. I seem to be undergoing

this process in certain areas of my life.



The patterns of the psyche must not be

destroyed, they must be made obsolete

by the cultivation of new rhythms and

habits. 

Snakes represent fear. As a Symbol

within the Collective Unconscious,

commonly across all cultures - it has

connotations such as transformation

death and renewal, desire, bondage,

freedom, cyclicality of Time.

Snakes always seem to have an

underlying connotation of bondage

caused by fear and thus breaking free

from such a bondage into some sort of

psychological, physical, spiritual

breakthrough or liberation (Moksha).

The meanings of the symbol that you

are cultivating a relationship with must

arise on two levels of analysis -

personal and collective.

On the Collective level, "What does this

symbol mean on the evolutionary scale

of consciousness?"

The  collective connotation must be

known for this.

Final reflections on the Snake
An example

Snakes are known to represent

fear, desire, bondage, liberation,

and transformation.

On the Personal level, "What does

this symbol represent currently in

my life?" This is when we practice

Stage 2 - developing metaphorical

perceptions.

Hmm, a snake? Am I facing a fear or

an intense desire in my daily life?

Am I going through a

transformation?

How can I contemplate the meaning

of the Snake in my daily life?



An Example - My boss at work seems to

be engaged in a serpentine play of

deception due to a bondage to some

kind of unknown fear (maybe a power

play). 

How may I navigate this situation? Shall

I be the mongoose? The hyper-aware

quick and killer of the snake? Or shall I

simply not show fear, as snakes are

only aggressive when they can smell

fear?

Is this situation my known Ketu

security paradigm, or unknwon Rahu

paradigm? Am I in the Castle or the

Forest? Where does my growth lie?

In this manner, we can think

metaphorically, and apply the many

meanings of the Symbols.

These symbols may arise in our

dreams, or as synchronistic

occurrences, or as flashes of images or

insight. Catch them when they appear -

sometimes they are Omens and

sometimes they mean nothing and we

can make them mean something by

utilizing  their spiritual, psychological,

and metaphorical significance.

So, remember my dear readers, any

concept that is beyond the range of

the normal human understanding

requires a symbolic representation

- these symbols are revealed to us

through the contents acquired and

evolved within the collective

unconscious due to the evolution of

consciousness itself (over vast

periods of time).

We can borrow from this abundant

source of wisdom as the ancients

did and apply it in the various

mundane circumstances of human

existence and find an order to the

seeming chaos.

We are a living symbol in this

moment in time and space - a

symbol of the evolution of the

entire Universe. Think about that

for a moment.



Thank you for subscribing and reading.

I am currently offering limited astrology readings.

I am currently charging 350 Liras, 3600 rupees, 40 Euros,

and 50 Dollars for a 90-120 minute session.

The prices may soon increase.

Please feel free to reach out for more details. 

www.searchinsachin.com

searchinsachin@gmail.com


